Life: A Partially Explored Theory
Life is a Mirror that Reflects the Thoughts of the thinker,
Reflects Poverty for the Meager; Luxury for the Rich,
Merriness for the Healthy; Misery for the Sick.
Does Life go the way we think; the way we portray?
Is Life that Simple Untangled Linear path till it is shuddered before Death?
No,
Life has its own malicious surprises masqueraded at different steps.
For instance, are the people real, standing right beside you to be with you with your
achievements?
Or are they there to outplace you; Cussing at your height of success, Throwing tantrums and
Accusing
Themselves for the Reason of your hard earned achievements.

Life is Horrendous at times, it rips the souls into countless chunks.
It slides down the black on a Fairytale imagination, fades the colour of Rainbow,
To expose the Dark colourless reality, lifts the veil to reveal crystal Fake faces.
It brings a stage where you are standing on the verge of a wrecked ship about to drown, you
see last
minute crooked smirks cast by your fellow mates and Friends, glad to see their survival
Hope.

Life is Vindictive, Wicked, it shows the Darkest and Deadly side of it.
It allows a Son to live abandoned and orphaned when the guardians are living-merrily.
It allows a Daughter left neglected and weary when her father enjoys the sip of Champagne.
It’s Life that shows the other mystified unexplored side of Parents.

Life is a Soul-cousin of Death, harsh heartless sinful.

It shows nightmares of Death, so cruelly visualized that terrors of lonesome
That it binds the lips.
But eyes-the symbol of all emotions, the connecting lane of speechless heart, cannot bear the
crown of thorns.
In the trans- state of mind it lets in the silent pain, the lifeless tears gets lost in a thud, the pain
gets lost.
Only the drenched cushion can depict a wordless chain of sorrow that the coward Life had
pinned us in our Sleep.
Life shows its different side full of sadness, sorrow and sniffles, Life has been worse than
Death at times.
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